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I. INTRODUCTION

On March 30, the State of California brought a broad and far-reaching antitrust complaint against Sutter Health (“Sutter”), a sprawling health system in Northern California with 24 hospitals and over 5,000 physician employees and collaborators. At the center of the lawsuit are three contracting practices that allegedly harm competition:

- **The All-or-Nothing Terms:** According to the Complaint, Sutter requires payors to accept all of Sutter’s sites – regardless of location, cost or attractiveness – as part of a single contract. Because Sutter allegedly has must-have hospitals that payors require for commercially viable networks, California contends that it can condition access to sites on the acceptance of other Sutter sites facing greater competition elsewhere.

- **The Anti-Incentive Terms:** California also alleges that Sutter prohibits payors from incentivizing patients to select certain providers on the basis of cost. Absent these restrictions, payors theoretically could discipline higher pricing from Sutter by incentivizing the use of less expensive alternative healthcare providers.

- **The Price Secrecy Terms:** California also alleges that Sutter prohibits payors from informing patients about the cost of procedures and services at its facilities prior to the provision of services. This prohibition prevents consumers from selecting providers on the basis of cost and may also reduce the incentive for Sutter’s competitors to offer discounts.

According to California, these terms both reflect and reinforce market power. Absent these terms, Sutter would face greater competition, payors would enjoy more discounting by providers, and patients might be willing and able to act more like traditional consumers by comparing the cost of services.

**A. UEBT & Sidibe**

The allegations themselves are not new. Two separate sets of plaintiffs have already brought these claims under the Cartwright and Sherman Acts in California. In *UFCW & Employers Benefit Trust v. Sutter Health*, No. CGC14538451 (Cal. Supr., filed Apr. 7, 2014) (“UEBT”), a putative class of self-funded payors brought claims under the Cartwright Act for price tampering, unreasonable restraint of trade, combination to monopolize, as well as for unfair competition. In *Sidibe v. Sutter Health*, No. 3:12cv4854 (N.D. Cal., filed Sept. 17, 2012) (“Sidibe”), a putative class of health plan subscribers and employers brought claims under Section 1 of the Sherman Act for unlawful tying and course of conduct, under Section 2 of the Sherman Act for monopolization and attempted monopolization, and under the Cartwright Act for unreasonable restraint of interstate trade and commerce.

Both UEBT and Sidibe allege that Sutter engages in improper all-or-nothing requirements to force subscribers and self-funded payors to pay inflated prices in otherwise competitive markets. UEBT alleges that Sutter’s “all-or-nothing contract terms” illegally tie Sutter hospitals in markets where Sutter faces little competition to its hospitals in more competitive markets to force self-funded payors and insurance companies to pay inflated prices even in
the competitive markets. Similarly, Sidibe alleges that Sutter uses “all or nothing’ terms” to force payors to accept Sutter’s “supra-competitive rates” through use of tying arrangements.

Both cases also allege that Sutter improperly employs anti-incentive terms that might otherwise serve to mitigate the impact of Sutter’s all-or-nothing approach. UEBT alleges that Sutter requires plans to accept the anti-incentive terms, which prevent price competition by forbidding plans from providing inducements for members to seek care at more affordable (non-Sutter) hospitals, in order to “eliminate[] most or all of the motivation that Health Plan Enrollees might have” to pick a hospital “based upon the value the hospital provides.” Sidibe similarly alleges that Sutter’s contracts required customers not to incentivize customers to seek health care at less expensive options.

Finally, both cases allege that Sutter uses its contracts and market power to keep prices secret. Sidibe alleges, in keeping with external analysis, that Sutter has “pacts with insurers” to keep its high “prices secret.” Similarly, UEBT alleges that Sutter has “[p]rice [s]ecrecy [c]ontract [t]erms” by which it “forbid[s] [network vendors to self-funded payors and purchasers] from disclosing” Sutter’s prices for services and products to the self-funded payors. Those network vendors are forbidden from providing Sutter-related pricing information they would know from their own negotiations with Sutter over insured services and products, making it more difficult for self-funded payors to access information they would otherwise have available to them to pressure Sutter over its pricing.

Although filed in 2014 and 2012, respectively, at this point, both UEBT and Sidibe are only in the discovery process. They demonstrate two pre-existing cases that include each of the three series of allegations, indicating that this series of claims – against Sutter Health, no less – is nothing new.

B. Similar Challenges

Nor is the challenge to “anti-incentive terms” novel. The Department of Justice’s (“DOJ”) Antitrust Division is pursuing a similar case alleging that a leading healthcare system uses anti-steering provisions to prevent payors from incentivizing their insureds to select cheaper or better quality alternatives. In fact, the issues are conceptually very similar to American Express’s anti-steering provisions that were challenged by the DOJ in 2010, and were litigated by 17 states in front of the United States Supreme Court in February 2018.

The challenge to the “All-or-Nothing” terms is superficially novel. After all, why should it be problematic for a multi-hospital system to contract with payors for all sites in a single contract at a single rate? In fact, it would seem odder if Sutter and other entities refused to do so. But the Complaint alleges more than just the provision of a full-network option. It alleges that it is the only option Sutter is willing to offer. Thus, the theory is more akin to tying by a dominant firm in any industry – a long-standing theory of potential antitrust harm in many contexts. And the theory in this Complaint builds substantially on arguments that have percolated at the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) in its hospital merger enforcement actions, where the agency has persuaded courts in large part to accept its competition model, premised on the incremental increase in bargaining power that some hospitals may gain by acquiring relatively close competitors in terms of services and location. And although the FTC
has not challenged specifically a cross-market hospital merger based on a non-horizontal theory of harm – that the combination of a must-have hospital with other hospitals in other geographic markets would enable the acquirer to raise prices at other hospitals – the DOJ is using a similar conceptual framework in the AT&T/Time-Warner merger challenge. \(^{22}\) One wonders how closely FTC hospital-merger-enforcement actions might follow, especially with the uniform unpredictability of the antitrust agencies in the current Administration. \(^{23}\)

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CALIFORNIA COMPLAINT

Thus, the California complaint is arguably not as novel as it initially seems. But it does mark an important and noteworthy development in antitrust enforcement for several other reasons. \(\textit{First,}\) it reflects a potential expansion of antitrust enforcement from state attorneys general where federal enforcers may be reluctant to intervene. This has been a traditional role for state antitrust enforcers, especially during Republican administrations, which have often reined in the scope of FTC and DOJ enforcement, particularly with respect to dominant firm conduct. \(\textit{Second,}\) the initiation of a complaint with these theories by the State of California gives them more weight than they might otherwise have if brought solely by private plaintiffs. \(\textit{Third,}\) unlike private plaintiffs, state attorneys general may be more likely to surmount and avoid traditional obstacles to antitrust recovery, such as standing, antitrust injury, or even general judicial skepticism about the motivation of private antitrust plaintiffs and their lawyers. \(\textit{Fourth,}\) if California does indeed succeed, the precedent could have wide-ranging implications for multi-hospital system healthcare contracting in the United States, particularly for the many such systems that have one or more geographies in which they enjoy dominant or near-dominant positions. \(\textit{Fifth,}\) the nature and extent of behavioral remedies – if adopted by the court – would be a substantial departure from any behavioral remedies that we have seen in modern antitrust law, with review and arbitration of potentially numerous contractual disputes. It will be interesting to see what payors and others think about remedies that would essentially require multi-hospital systems to stagger otherwise unitary contracts by site. \(\textit{Sixth,}\) the magnitude of disgorgement – a remedy rarely pursued by antitrust enforcers – could be substantial here. The private plaintiffs have alleged over $700 million in damages before trebling. \(^{24}\)

Given the existence of two private lawsuits, it might be worth asking why the California AG has taken so long to pursue its own case. There are a number of explanations. \(\textit{First,}\) the private cases may end or settle on grounds either irrelevant or objectionable to the State. The progress of these cases has not been rapid or positive from an antitrust enforcement perspective. \(^{25}\) Thus, by bringing its own complaint, the State may be able to pursue remedies more rapidly and successfully (including a settlement that would achieve comparable objectives). \(\textit{Second,}\) some might have viewed the merits as weak. If other hospitals without substantial market power use similar provisions, then the State, all things equal, may have a difficult time showing that the use of such provisions reflects market power. But other hospital systems similar to Sutter should remain mindful that antitrust law routinely prevents leading or dominant firms from using the same kinds of contracting tools that may be benign or even procompetitive when used by smaller firms (such as exclusivity or bundling). \(\textit{Third,}\) the State may have had trouble getting potential witnesses for its case. One of the most difficult things to prove in this case will be the very existence of the “All-or-Nothing” terms. The fact that
Sutter offers pricing negotiated at a single point in time and covering all sites is extraordinarily unremarkable. Only if Sutter is not willing to contract on other terms might there be potential tying, and only if there is “coercion” can there be an unlawful tie. Thus, it is likely that the State will need to establish tying and coercion through witnesses, and such witnesses may prove unwilling to confront an important healthcare system in court. Perhaps the pursuit of these theories under the Cartwright Act may enable the State to argue that it need not prove coercion to show the existence and illegality of “All-or-Nothing” terms.

Assuming that the State prevails, the pursuit of these theories under the Cartwright Act may provide other courts a way to distinguish this case in other enforcement actions brought under the Sherman and Clayton Acts. Nevertheless, given the trajectory of federal antitrust enforcement, and cross-party political interest in keeping health care delivery costs down, we should not be surprised to see more frequent investigations and potential litigation involving similar contractual provisions. Nor should we be surprised to see cross-market merger enforcement based on the same underlying premises.

---
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California Compl. ¶¶ 113-14 (alleging this is required in “all contract negotiations” and “requiring every Health Plan” to meet this requirement).


As of April 2018, the dockets reflect that both cases are still in the discovery process, even though UEBT began in 2014 and Sidibe in 2012.


